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1. Executive Summary
Several successful programs currently exist to establish high tech companies, fund research collaboration
between small businesses and universities, and fund innovative energy research: SBIR, STTR, and
ARPAE, respectively. However, these programs collectively cost $1.3B per year to operate and the
intellectual property created with public money belongs to the individuals, companies, and universities. We
propose a new biocommodity grant program to provide funding to startup companies creating biofuels,
biochemicals, and biopharmaceuticals. This broad focus to establish companies using biological production
methods will provide three benefits: sustainably generate intellectual property for biofuels, improve the
public perception of biological production, and fund the grant program. Some biochemicals and
biopharmaceuticals can economically compete with traditional chemical synthesis; these should be
championed and used to create IP for biofuels instead of letting federally funded IP hide in companies.
The IP generated by the program will be licensed to the created, successful companies to generate funds
for future investments. IP generated by the program that is used for biofuels should be fairly open access
to allow maximum innovation.
2. Purpose
This proposal will address two major concerns in the current biofuels landscape: the commercialization
funding gap and the lukewarm public reception of biofuels. There is a lack of private and public funds just
before commercialization of technology companies. This makes introducing new technologies to the
market difficult. Second, biocommodities have a negative perception due to the large subsidies needed to
make corn ethanol an economic reality. We can change this perception by supporting companies with true
biological innovations.
2.1 Funding Gap
Technology commercialization is a long process from basic research to a successful public company.
There are many funding opportunities available to entrepreneurs at various stages in technology
development, Figure 1. Government and industry invest heavily in basic research to look for promising
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avenues for new technology. Angel investors, incubators, and venture capital play a role in the prototype
and pilot stages, often for a share of the fledgling company. After market entry, industry and banks
provide heavy support. However, there exists a funding “Valley of Death” or PreIPO Gap just before
market entry. Here companies have a new technology and research to support their claims but they lack
funding to bring their product fully to market. This stage is too risky for industry and banks to invest. The
investments needed to scale up from a prototype to full scale production are too large for angel investors,
incubators, and venture capital. Finally, the government and industry also lack programs to bring these
technologies about. We will address this problem by proposing a new grant program targeted at
biocommodity startups in this phase.

Figure 1: Funding landscape from research to full market entry. Clear funding gap just prior to
commercialization. [Sandia, 2013]
2.2 Public Perception
Biofuels, and bioprocesses in general, suffer from a reduced public perception that only sees such
technologies as economically feasible with government subsidies. We hope to champion biocommodity
companies that can compete on their own with superior technology that also reduce carbon emissions.
The first successful biofuel, corn ethanol, is now a technological and political success. It has kept pace
single handedly with the Energy Independence and Security Act (2007) Renewable Fuel Standard
mandate. In Figure 2, the yellow bars are corn ethanol and the RFS standard is shown by the red line. As
can be seen, corn ethanol has surpassed the RFS standard every year. Corn ethanol has been so
successful it is now reaching a blend wall. Ethanol can only be blended with gasoline to 10%15% to
avoid damaging the engines of older cars, and the total ethanol produced is approaching 10% of our total
gasoline consumption.
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Figure 2: Renewable, biofuel production from 20082022 with predictions after 2012 compared to the
Renewable Fuel Standard. [Energy API, 2014]
While corn ethanol is a technological and political success, biofuels in general suffer from in the public
perception. There is a general notion that biofuels require subsidies to survive, and this poses a problem
for any new biofuel ventures. A 2013 paper by Ashlie Delshad and Leigh Raymond [Delshad, 2013]
found, “an increase in negative [media] frames between 1999 and 2008, especially frames focusing on the
negative economic effects of biofuels on consumers.” We hope to address this perception problem by
generating viable, thriving biocommodity startups that truly, economically outperform chemical synthesis
methods. This will better acquaint the public with the positive aspects of biocommodities, including positive
economics.
3. Current Programs
The US federal government plays an enormous role in scientific research. Much of the government’s
scientific budget goes to NASA and NIH and is used for basic research. Three current programs
primarily target innovative commercialization in the biofuel space: Small Business Innovation Research,
Small Business Technology Transfer, and Advanced Research Projects Agency  Energy. Each of these
programs succeeds in its own rights, but each has shortcomings with respect to our goals.
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3.1 Small Business Innovation Research
The Small Business Innovation Research program was started in 1982 with the Small Business Innovation
Development Act. The act directed 2.5% of research funds of departments with research budgets above
$100M to be used for grants to small businesses. This amounted to $1B being awarded in 2010. The
grants are awarded to applications submitted in response to solicitations publicized by the Small Business
Administration (the department overseeing the SBIR program).
The SBIR program already targets energy initiatives with funding from DOE, but this is far from the main
focus of the program. The goals of the SBIR program are:
●
●
●

to spur technological innovation in the small business sector
to meet the research and development needs of the federal government
to commercialize federally funded investments. [SBIR, 2014]

The SBIR program has three phases to allow opportunities to check the progress of projects and ensure
continued feasibility. Phase I is to, “establish the technical merit, feasibility, and commercial potential of
the proposed R/R&D efforts.” [SBIR, 2014] Phase I funding is awarded up to $150,000 for 6 months.
Phase II is to continue research and development of Phase I. Phase II assessments include a commercial
potential element, but only projects funded by Phase I may apply for Phase II funding. Phase II awards
are up to $1,000,000 for 2 years. Phase III is focused solely on commercialization, but Phase III funds are
not available from the SBIR program and must be pursued through other R&D funds of the agencies.
Figure 3 shows the success of the DoD’s SBIR awards through the growth of the program and the
number of awards.

Figure 3: The increase in DoD SBIR funding, Phase I, and Phase II awards from 1983 to 1999.
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[Audretsch, 2002]

The SBIR program is considered a success at advancing research development and technological
innovation. David B. Audretsch, Albert N. Link and John T. Scott conducted a study of 44 successfully
funding SBIR projects in their report, Public/private technology partnerships: evaluating
SBIRsupported research [Audretsch, 2002]. They analyzed the likelihood of these projects being
pursued without SBIR funding. The results are based on survey questions asked of each project. Figure 4
details the authors’ findings. The xaxis is the private rate of return. The Private Hurdle Rate is the rate
of return that any project must overcome to be considered for funding by the company. The average
Private Hurdle Rate of the interviewed companies is 33%, while the expected rate of return of the
projects reviewed was 25% without SBIR support and 76% with SBIR support. Clearly, these projects
needed to be funded to be successful. As far as should they have been funded, the researchers also
asked the companies to estimate the Social Rate of Return, the yaxis. This includes benefits that the
company will not necessarily receive but that the public will receive by having the technology available.
This is estimated at 84%. As a comparison, the Social Hurdle Rate for public funds set by the US Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) is 7%. Thus, the SBIR program is a large benefit to both the
businesses funded and the public.

Figure 4: Evaluation of the effects of SBIR funding on overcoming private hurdle rates of return and the
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social rate of return. [Audretsch, 2002]
There are shortcomings of the SBIR program that we are addressing:
● The purpose is not solely for commercialization
● Intellectual property generated from the public funds belong to the small businesses
● Fund are needed from the government every year
● The funding solicitations are not technology neutral and thus pick winners and losers before
science can vet the technologies
3.2 Small Business Technology Transfer
The Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) program was established in 1992 as a pilot program by
the Small Business Technology Transfer Act. It was renewed in 1997, 2001, and is currently extended
through 2017. “STTR's most important role is to bridge the gap between performance of basic science
and commercialization of resulting innovations.” [SBIR, 2014] Research under grants from the STTR
program is required to be done in coordination with a nonprofit university or government funded research
laboratories. The broader goals of the STTR program are:
● Stimulate technological innovation
● Foster technology transfer through cooperative R&D between small businesses and research
institutions
● Increase private sector commercialization of innovations derived from federal R&D [SBIR, 2014]
Like the SBIR program, it is funded from the research budgets of large government departments. The
STTR program receives 0.3% of funds from agencies’ research budgets amounting to about $100M
annually.
The limitations of the STTR program are similar to those of the SBIR program:
● The purpose is not solely for commercialization
● Intellectual property generated from the public funds belong to the companies and the research
institutions
● Fund are needed from the government every year
● The funding solicitations are not technology neutral and thus pick winners and losers before
science can vet the technologies
3.3 Advanced Research Projects Agency  Energy
Advanced Research Projects Agency  Energy (ARPAE) was founded in 2007 with the America
COMPETES Act to, "identify the most urgent challenges the U.S. faces in maintaining leadership in key
areas of science and technology." [ARPAE, 2014] It accomplishes this task by awarding grant money
for solicited applications. ARPAE is modeled after the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), an agency which tackles difficult problems facing the defense of the country. ARPAE
receives a budget directly and amounted to $180M in 2011 and $275M in 2012. As of August 2013,
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ARPAE is funding 285 projects.
The limitations of the ARPAE program are similar to those of the the other programs:
● The purpose is more focused on basic research in energy than commercialization
● Data generated from the public funds belong to the companies and the research institutions except
for some governmental uses
● Fund are needed from the government every year
● The funding solicitations are not technology neutral and thus pick winners and losers before
science can vet the technologies
4. Proposed Program
Our proposed program addresses two main shortcomings of the current funding programs covering
commercialization of biocommodity startups: intellectual property control and biotechnology neutrality.
First, current programs require funding year after year to remain in operation. By allowing the program to
retain control of the IP generated and license it to the companies, the program’s funding can be
selfsustaining. An underlying implication of this policy is the need to target biocommodity startups that
are truly economically viable without governmental support. Second, current programs publicize very
specific solicitations, requesting very specific technology. This allows the government to pick winners
before even viewing the field of potential technology.
The general structure of our proposed program is as follows:
● IP remains in the program’s control
○ Companies license IP from the program
○ IP from products besides biofuels is available to companies pursuing biofuels for lessor
licensing fees
○ This creates a sustainable program to generate IP for biofuels
● Grants are technology neutral
○ Achieved by defining goals/analyzing criteria of open funding solicitations (zero carbon
lifecycle)
4.1 Intellectual Property
The major change in our proposal from past successful programs is a restructuring of the intellectual
property agreements. Intellectual property needs to be retained by the program for three reasons: the IP
was created with public funds, the program needs a way to be selfsustaining, and the IP generated in the
biocommodity sector needs to be available in the biofuels sector. The IP created under current programs
is generated with public funds but the fruits of those labors belong to the researchers. While this provides
a good incentive for the researchers, it is an economically losing proposition for the American public. By
retaining control of the IP and licensing it to the companies, the second goal can be reached; revenue can
be accrued to fund the next generation of companies funded by the program. This is similar to venture
capital models used to invest in startups in the private sector. Third, the IP created in bioprocesses not
intended for fuels needs to be available to those producing fuels. This will create a larger pool of research
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to accelerate the learning curve of biofuels.
This policy has two real implications: the companies funded need to be close to economic success
(otherwise they could not afford to license the IP), and the leaders of the grant program need to be
shrewd in their investing to avoid killing the program with poor investments. These shifts in thinking within
a governmental program will ensure solid biocommodity companies are formed in the private sector
through sustainable governmental funds.
4.2 Biotechnology Neutrality
The second key aspect of the program structure is technology neutrality. Current programs fail by
directing solicitations toward very specific technologies the programs want to see created.
Techneutrality is a difficult goal and faces challenges:
● Ignores other major societal implications like higher food prices and deforestation
● Economic benefit may not be realized by firms for years or decades [Azar, 2011]
The goal of all companies funded by this proposed program are to introduce processes with lower carbon
emissions by using bioprocessing methods. Therefore, each funded program will have to prove it meets
this goal by conducting a life cycle analysis. The program committee will take into account negative
externalities like higher food prices and deforestation when funding proposals. Similarly, the committee
will consider the payback time of each technology funded. The committee will need to balance economic
viability and impact, environmental benefits, and negative externalities.
By focusing on companies that can be economically viable, and controlling the intellectual property
associated with investments in such companies we hope to accelerate the learning curve of biotechnology
as a whole and especially biofuels. Figure 5 demonstrates the learning curve associated with Brazil’s
adoption of sugarcane ethanol. The price per GJ starts around $20 in 1980 and decreases exponentially to
around $5 per GJ in 2002. Over the same time gasoline fluctuates around $5 per GJ. This graph is a clear
demonstration of the power of learning curves. Granted, the trend took 22 years and required 250,000 m3
of cumulative production to create comparable prices, but the result of an alternative to gasoline with
lower carbon emissions is arguably worth it.
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Figure 5: Learning curve of Brazilian ethanol production compared to the price of gasoline from
19802002 and from 0 m3 to 250,000 m3 ethanol produced. [Goldemberg, 2004]

5. Conclusion
This report has summarized current government programs that meet the need to progress down the
learning curve of biofuels. The SBIR, STTR, and ARPAE programs focus on funding small business
research, business and research institution collaboration, and energy research, respectively. All three
programs are successful at what they do. We believe a program with a similar structure could spin off
successful biotech companies, sustainably invest in biotech research, and bring biofuels in closer economic
competition with traditional fuels. Our proposed program focuses on the structural changes of intellectual
property rights and techneutrality. By allowing the program to retain the IP created with government
funds, the program can recoup government funds used for the research, the program can be self
sustaining, and the program can create a larger pool of research for the biofuels sector. The program is
techneutral to avoid picking winning technologies, or feed stocks, out of hand. This market based
approach is checked by the criteria the program committee uses to fund proposals. These criteria include
economic viability and impact, environmental benefits, and negative externalities. With this proposed
biocommodity grant program we hope to sustainably invest in biocommodities to promote positive public
perception of bioprocesses and help biofuels economically compete with traditional fuels.
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